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"YOU MUST MAKE LESS NOISE IN HERE, 
MISTER SCHOULER": 

ACOUSTIC PROFILING IN AMERICAN REALISM 

Philipp Schweighauser 
University of Basel, Switzerland 

When Walt Whitman proudly named America a "nation of nations" 
and celebrated "the perpetual coming of immigrants" in his 1855 pref-
ace to Leaves of Grass, 1 he referred both to the settlement of America 
by European immigrants and to a process that was only just beginning 
when he published the first edition of his monumental book of poetry. 
The historian Philip Jenkins describes this process as follows: 

American industrial expansion was made possible by the ready avail-
ability of cheap labour in the form of the huge numbers of migrants 
entering the country from the 1860s onwards. From the 1880s the 
scale of migration constituted the largest population movement in 
recorded history. Between 1881 and 1920 there were over 23 mil-
lion immigrants: 1907 was the peak year, with 1.2 million newcom-
ers .... This migration had a radical effect on the ethnic composition 
of the United States. Before 1880 the vast majority of immigrants 
came from the British Isles or Northern Europe, chiefly Germany; 
but after that point the emphasis shifted decisively to the peoples of 
southern and eastern Europe, including Italians, Poles, Hungarians 
and all the nationalities of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire. In 1870 
New York City had 80,000 Jews; by 1915 there were 1.5 million. By 
1930 perhaps six million Americans were of Italian stock.2 

Realist and later writers, confronted with a dramatic increase in immi-
gration, were often far less enthusiastic than Whitman about the grow-
ing ethnic diversity of the United States. In their texts, the new immigrant 
voices came under careful and often critical scrutiny. 

A common representational strategy was to emphasize the obscu-
rity of foreign-sounding speech. Howells participates in this when, in 
A Hazard of New Fortunes (1890), he has Basil March comment on 
"the jargon" of the Neapolitans' "unintelligible dialect,"' and so does 
Henry Adams in The Education (1907) when he evokes the olfactory 
and linguistic profile of "a furtive Yacoob or Y saac still reeking of the 
Ghetto, snarling a weird Yiddish to the officers of the customs."' Im-
migrant voices, Howells and Adams seem to imply, are often nothing 
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but unintelligible noise. Howells' s representation of the German-Ameri-
can socialist Lindau's speech follows a similar pattern as its exagger-
ated mispronunciations undermine the seriousness of bis concerns: 
"What is Amerigan? Dere iss no Ameriga anymore! You start here free 
and brafe, and you glaim for efery man de right to life, liperty, and de 
bursuit of happiness. And where haf you endedt?" (276). Daniel Borus 
links the portrayal of Lindau' s speech to the processes of exclusion 
euacted by realist texts: "There are limits to the realist approach. At 
times realists seemed incapable of penetrating fully into the lives of 
their subjects. Much as Howells pointed up the foreignness of Lindau' s 
speech through spellings that overemphasized mispronunciations 
("lawss"), realists marked out some of 'the people' as inferior or as 
distant."' Lindau's heavy accent serves to reinforce the otherness and 
strangeness of his socialist ideas. 

In Norris' s Mc Teague (1899), similar processes of exclusion are at 
work. Mr. Sieppe's ridiculously exaggerated German accent and garbled 
syntax combine with bis militaristic posturing to produce the carica-
ture of a German-American who functions as the novel's primary laugh-
ingstock: 

"Owgooste!" he shouted to the little boy with the black greyhound, 
"you will der hound und der basket number three carry. Der tervins," 
he added, calling to the two smallest boys, who were dressed exactly 
alike, "will releef one unudder mit der camp-stubl and basket num-
ber four. Dat is comprehend, hay? When we make der start, you 
childern will in der advance march. Dat is your orders. "6 

More interesting still is the case of Marcus Schouler, Mr. Sieppe' s 
nephew. While not afflicted with the linguistic shortcomings of his 
uncle, Marcus's speech is repeatedly designated as noise. The reader 
meets Marcus as he accompanies Mc Teague to a saloon in the novel's 
first chapter: 

Marcus had picked up a few half-truths of political economy-it was 
impossible to say where-and as soon as they had settled themselves 
to their beer in Frenna' s back room he took up the theme of the labor 
question. He discussed it at the top of bis voice, vociferating, shak-
ing his fists, exciting himself with his own noise. (13) 

Through the figure of Marcus Schouler, Norris makes explicit what is 
only implied in Howells' s portrayal of Lindau. Like Lindau, Schouler 
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is a German-American socialist whose diatribes against social inequali-
ties are compromised by his linguistic profile. While Norris's 
Schouler-who rails against "Chinese cigar-makers" (121) in decid-
edly racist terms ("Ah, the rat-eaters! Ah, the white-livered curs") and 
at one point attempts to stab an unarmed Mc Teague-is obviously pre-
sented as a far more negative figure than Howells's Lindau, the two 
authors' treattnent of political dissenters shows striking parallels. The 
saloon owner Frenna's admonition to Schouler could serve as a motto 
for my discussion of the constrained roles played by socialist figures in 
both novels: "You must make less noise in here, Mister Schonler" (140). 

With the Polish-American Jew Zerk ow, yet another immigrant be-
comes the object of acoustic profiling in McTeague. The passages on 
Zerkow, a man whose "dominant passion" is "inordinate, insatiable 
greed" ( 43), are so clearly anti-Semitic that one begins to wonder 
whether Marcus Schouler' s attack on Chinese cigar-makers was actu-
ally intended to reflect negatively on bim. Norris' s anti-Semitism cul-
minates in his depiction of Zerkow' s murder of Maria. The 
harness-maker Heise's description of Maria's body contains an un-
equivocal reference to shechitah, the kosher way of slaughtering ani-
mals by slitting their throat with a very shape knife: "He's done for her 
sure this trip. Cut her throat. Lord, how she has bled! Did you ever see 
so much-that's murder-that's cold-blooded murder" (318). Prior to 
this climactic event, Zerkow' s depravity is reflected in and reinforced 
by the quality of his voice: 

"Who is it? Who is it?" cried the rag-picker from within, in his hoarse 
voice, that was half whisper, starting nervously, and sweeping a hand-
ful of silver into his drawer. (125) 

"Now, then, Maria," saif. Zerkow, his cracked, strained voice just 
rising above a whisper, hitching his chair closer to the table, "now, 
then, my girL let's have it all over again Tell us about the gold plate-
the service. Begin with, "I11ere were over a hundred pieces and ev-
ery one of them gold."' (239) 

"You fool!" he wheezed, trying to raise his broken voice to a shout. 
"You fool! Don't you dare try an' cheat me, or I'll do for you. You 
know about the gold plate, and you know where it is." Suddenly he 
pitched his voice at the prolonged rasping shout with which he made 
his street cry. He rose to his feet, his long, prehensile fingers curled 
into fists. He was menacing, terrible in his rage. (242) 
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In his portrayal of Zerkow, Norris uses a strategy well-known from 
fairy tales, in which the moral depravity o:f villains is always reflected 
in their external appearance: witches are not only wicked but also have 
a croaking voice, a warty nose, a hunchback. In their conflation of 
external appearance and internal essence, fairy tales participate in the 
economy of mythical thought, for which, according to Ernst Cassirer, 
"the attribute is not one defining aspect of the thing; rather, it expresses 
and contains within it the whole of the tbing."7 Norris's depiction of 
Zerkow repeats that pattern: "He was a dry, shrivelled old roan of sixty 
odd. He had the thin, eager, cat-like lips of the covetous; eyes that had 
grown keen as those of a lynx from long searching amidst ronck and 
debris; and claw-like, prehensile fingers" (42-43). On the one hand, 
Zerkow' s grating voice merely adds to his hideous appearance and 
serves to reinforce his wickedness. Ent once we recognize the similari-
ties in the rendition ofZerkow's, Schouler's and Lindan's speech and 
keep in mind that they are all immigrants, we discover an additional 
mechanism at work. 

These literary figures take their place in a long history of linguistic 
struggles that involve disparaging the language of others as noise. As 
Bruce Smith points out, the Irish tongue of their colonial subjects was 
to many English observers of the early modem era but "one step re-
moved from noise:'; a sixteenth-century commentator even went as far 
as arguing that "the Irish language was forged out of the debris of Ba-
bel."8 A faint echo of such attitudes can still be heard in the strike scene 
of Dreiser's Sister Carrie (1900) during which an "old Irishwoman" 
yells at the police officers for beating her son while one of the scream-
ing strikers is singled out as "a young Irishman."9 The narrator's de-
scription of the ensuing "babel of voices" (427) owes as much to the 
uproar of the riotous strike as to the presence of immigrant Irish voices. 
A similar rhetoric was used by European colonizers of Native Ameri-
can soil, who evoked the corruptness of Indian languages to justify the 
displacement and eventual destruction of native lives: 

Prompted by the biblical account of the Tower of Babel, Europeans 
were predisposed to hear in Native American languages evidence of 
confusion, dispersal, and degeneration. Robert Johnson, arguing the 
case for further colonization in his pamphlet The New Life ofVirginea 
(1612), cites the barbarity of the Algonkian language as evidence of 
its speakers' depravity-and of their aptness for being pulled up and 
discarded like so many weeds.10 
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While the portrayal of Lindau, Schouler, and Zerkow does not proceed 
along identical lines, their exclusion from the fictional communities at 
the center of McTeague andA Hazard of New Fortunes at least partly 
repeats the pattern identified by Smith. These novels enact a symbolic 
form of violence, as their immigrant characters' speech along with that 
of the ethnic communities they represent are identified as noise. 

In the work of French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, symbolic vio-
lence designates the exercise of the power to represent the legitimate 
social world, of the power to impose one's vision of the world, o:ne' s 
meanings, on others. The power to exert symbolic violence is the "power 
which manages to impose meanings and to impose them as legitimate 
by concealing the power relations which are the basis of its force. " 11 In 
Bourdieu's scheme, educational institutions are among the main per-
petrators of symbolic violence. Their "pedagogic actions" inculcate 
the values and systems of meaning of the dominant class, thereby re-
producing in covert form the existing relations of power.12 As "the im-
position of a cultural arbitrary by an arbitrary power,'' 13 symbolic 
violence relies on a hierarchy of values, practices and ways of reading 
the world that are misrecognized as legitimate by both its practitioners 
and recipients. 14 In a series of essays originally published in the late 
1970s and early 1980s and collected in English translation in Language 
and Symbolic Power, Bourdieu applies his findings to the study of lan-
guage.1s fu line with his stated intention "to extend economic calculation 
to all the goods, material and symbolic, without distinction, that present 
themselves as rare and worthy of being sought after in a particular 
social formation," 16 Bourdieu frames his argument in economic terms: 

Linguistic exchange ... is also an economic exchange which is es-
tablished within a particular symbolic relation of power between a 
producer, endowed with a certain linguistic capital, and a consumer 
(or a market), and which is capable of producing a certain material 
or symbolic profit. In other words, utterances are not only (save in 
exceptional circumstances) signs. to be understood and deciphered; 
they are also signs of wealth, intended to be evaluated and appreci-
ated, and signs of authority, intended to be believed and obeyed.17 

Language in Bourdieu becomes linguistic capital. As such, it partici-
pates in the larger economies of cultural capital (various forms of le-
gitimate knowledge) and symbolic capital (prestige, honor, social 
recognition) and thus takes its place among other kinds of capital, in-
cluding social capital (valued social relations) and economic capital.18 
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What counts on the linguistic marketplace is less the content than 
the style of one's speech. Dreiser's Hurstwood is keenly aware of this 
when, hobnobbing with the socially superior, he engages in the most 
meaningless conversations: "Then began one of those pointless social 
conversations so common in American resorts where the would-be 
gilded attempt to rub off gilt, from those who have it in abundance" 
(265-66). As Hurstwood knows, such linguistic exchanges are only 
''pointless" with regard to their propositional meaning. At the level of 
social interaction, they constitute important investments of social and 
symbolic capital that in the long run may well yield a profit measurable 
in strictly economic terms. As Dreiser points out, much of the linguis-
tic knowledge requi!ed to secure symbolic profits on such occasions is 
formulaic in nature: '"Did you ever hear the story of,' and 'That re-
minds me,' were the most repeated phrases" (266). The symbolic value 
of such formulaic mastery becomes particularly evident if we compare 
Hurstwood to a character who clearly lacks this sort of pragmatic lin-
guistic knowledge. Determined to procure tickets for a spectacle he 
intends to attend with Trina and his prospective parents-in-law, Norris' s 
McTeague musters all his courage, approaches the ticket booth and 
"deliver[ s] himself of the formula he had been reciting for the last dozen 
hours": 

"I want four seats for Monday night in the fourth row from the 
front, and on the right-hand side." 

"Right hand as you face the house or as you face the stage?" 
McTeague was durnfounded. . 

"I want to be on the right-hand side," he insisted, stolidly; add-
ing, "in order to be away from the drums." 

"Well, the drums are on the right of the orchestra as you face the 
stage," shouted the other impatiently; "you want to the left, then, as 
you face the house." 

"I want to be on the right-hand side," persisted the dentist. 
Without a word the seller threw out four tickets with a magnifi-

cent, supercilious gesture. "There's four seats on the right-hand side, 
then, and you're right up against the drums." 

"But I don't want to be near the drums," protested McTeague, 
beginning to perspire. (94) 

The exchange, during which Mc Teague becomes increasingly confused 
and the seller begins to laugh at him, continues for another page. Due 
to his inexperience and inability to produce linguistic expressions ap-
propriate to the situation, McTeague loses face. In Bourdieu's terms, 
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McTeague incurs heavy symbolic losses while the seller secures sym-
bolic profits as he demonstrates his superior knowledge at Mc Teague' s 
expense. McTeague instinctively recognizes the (symbolic) violence 
that is being done to him and threatens to retaliate with the physical 
violence he knows all too well: "you-you can't make small of me. I'll 
thump you in the head, you little-you little-little-little pup" (95). 

As is already indicated by these short analyses of two very differ-
ent social situations, a reading informed by Bourdieu' s theories allows 
for a more subtle investigation into fictionalized social interactions than 
the deterministic interpretations repeatedly offered by naturalist texts. 
Central to Bourdieu' s project is his desire to transcend the classical 
opposition between objectivism (whose analyses tend to overempha-
size the role played by social structures and rules in the construction of 
social reality) and subjectivism (whose analyses often exaggerate the 
importance of individnal agency and conscious, rational decision-mak-
ing) in the social sciences.19 Human actors are obviously neither mere 
products of society nor agents free to do whatever they desire. 
Bourdieu' s concept of the "habitus" allows him to steer a middle course 
between the two extremes: 

The structures constitutive of a particular type of environment (e.g. 
the material conditions of existence characteristic of a class condi-
tion) produce habitus, systems of durable, transposable dispositions, 
structured structures predisposed to function as structuring structures, 
that is, as principles of the generation and structuring of practices 
and representations which can be objectively "regulated" and "regu-
lar" without in any way being the product of obedience to rules, 
objectively adapted to their goals without presupposing a conscious 
aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary to 
attain them and, being all this, collectively orchestrated without be-
ing the product of the orchestrating action of a conductor.10 

The habitus does not strictly determine the practices of social actors. 
Rather, it "disposes actors to do certain things, it provides a basis for 
the generation of practices."21 Nevertheless, the generative force of the 
habitus is strong enough to eusure that the practices of social actors 
who have undergone a similar process of inculcation tend to exhibit a 
high degree of similarity. Members of a given class therefore share a 
class habitus that manifests itself in similarities between the most di-
verse practices, ranging from similar aesthetic preferences, occupa-
tional choices and consumption patterns to similar ways of eating, 
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dressing, wallcing and tallcing, all the practices, in other words, that 
make up a given life-stylen In the fictional world of Dreiser's Sister 
Carrie, it is its manifestations of a class habitus more distinguished 
than their own that make Rector's-where "one could encounter poli-
ticians, brokers, actors, some rich young 'rounders' of the town, all 
eating and drinking amid a buzz of popular, commonplace conversa-
tion" (42)-such a desirable place to both Drouet and Hurstwood. 

In Bourdieu' s model, linguistic expressions are generated on the 
basis of the dispositions of the linguistic habitus. These dispositions 
"imply a certain propensity to speak and to say determinate things (the 
expressive intent) and a certain capacity to speak, which involves both 
the linguistic capacity to generate an infinite number of grammatically 
correct discourses, and the social capacity to use this competence ad-
equately in a determinate situation."23 The fact that the "social capac-
ity" Bourdieu refers to is distributed unequally allows speakers with a 
favorable linguistic habitus to secure symbolic profits on the linguistic 
market, for example by being able to address an audience in a formal 
or official setting.24 McTeagne is shown to lack this capacity when he 
is forced to give a speech on the occasion of bis engagement to Trina: 
"I don' know what to say-I-I-I ain't never made a speech before; 
I-I ain't never made a speech before. But I'm glad Trina's won the 
prize-" (120). Atthe other end of the spectrum, we find the linguistic 
habitus of the mill-owner Kirby in Davis's "Life in the Iron Mills," 
whose voice is "like music,-low, even, with chording cadences," or 
that of the Christian reformer whose speech in a Gothic church-which 
was "built to meet the requirements aud sympathies of a far other class 
than Wolfe's"-is "clear, feeling, full, strong," and sounds in Wolfe's 
ears "a very pleasant song in an unknown tongue."25 

Tue logic of symbolic loss and profit permeates all social prac-
tices, but only some actors, those with the appropriate habitus-Kirby 
rather than Wolfe--are likely to profit on the market of symbolic goods. 
A social actor's habitus, acquired during a long process of socializa-
tion, is therefore a form of "internalized capital."26 "Internalization'' 
can be taken literally not only because the habitus is a form of inter-
nalized social structure but also because it martifests itself in what 
Bourdieu calls bodily (or corporeal or body) hexis: "Body hexis speaks 
directly to the motor function, in the form of a pattern or postures that 
is both individual and systematic, because linked to a whole system of 
techniques involving the body and tools, and charged with a host of 
social meanings and values."27 For Bourdieu, symbolic relations of 
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power are manifested in the minutiae of corporeal behavior in. 
of talking, a tilt of the bead, facial expressions, ways of sit;ing and of . 
using implements, always associated witl1 a tone of voice, a style of 
speech, and (how could it be otherwise?) a certain subjective experi-
ence."" Bodily hexis thus both signals and creates distinction, it is "po-
litical mythology realized, em-bodied, turned into a permanent 
disposition, a durable manner of standing, speaking, and thereby of · 
feeling and thinking."29 

Refracted through Bourdieu' s twin concepts of habitus and hexis, 
language becomes but one form of corporeal expressiveness to which 
meanings and values are attached in social interaction. This makes 
immediate sense if we return for a moment to the portrayal of immi-
grant speech in Howells and Norris. Only two characters' speech forms, 
Lindau' s and Mr. Sieppe' s, are identified as foreign in strictly linguis-
tic terms. In the cases of Schouler and Zerkow it is prosodic and 
paralinguistic features, an excessive loudness and a hoarse whispering 
quality respectively, that mark their linguistic productions as deviant. 
The distinctive earmarks of Zerkow' s speech are located somewhere 
on a continuum between the phonemes of language, on one end of the 
spectrum, and on the other, nonverbal sounds produced by the human 
voice (wheezing, sobbing, clearing one's throat). In allfour cases, the 
effect remains the same: Norris and Howells furnish their immigrant 
characters with a bodily hexis whose vocal manifestations are endowed 
with very little symbolic capital and thereby relegate not only them but 
also the political views and ethnicities they represent to the margins of 
their fictional worlds. Rather than contributing to a critique of sym-
bolic violence, these late nineteenth-century texts enact that violence 
in their processes of exclusion. 

In realist and naturalist fiction, this pattern is confined to neitl1er 
immigrant characters nor to the sounds of the human voice. Like lm-
man beings, fictional characters are not merely passive receivers of 
acoustic phenomena but active participatants in the making of the 
sounds capes they live in. 30 In Maggie's entertairnnent halls, for instance, 
the boisterous crowd is responsible for half the spectacle. Characters 
in novels snore, sigh, snarl and scream; they grnnt, gabble, gossip and 
grumble; they clamor, cry, cough and curse. At a more basic level, 
human bodies, fictional or not, continually produce noises whether they 
walk, stand still, sleep, get up, or sit down. If you try to shut your ears 
the way you shut your eyes, you will still hear yourself breathing. If 
you hold your breath, you will still hear the blood circulating in your 
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veins. Only death truly silences human bodies. If observed, the noises 
people make will be subject to the value judgments of observers. Demo-
cratic presidential candidate Al Gore learned this lesson the hard way 
when he was widely accused of bad manners for sighing audibly to 
indicate his disapproval with several statements made by his Republican 
opponent George W. Bush during the televised pre-election debates in 
2000. Realist and later authors were very much aware of such mecha-
nisms and constructed acoustic profiles for their characters to indicate 
various character traits that serve both to position characters on the 
social scale and to direct readers' judgment of them. 

These indicators are often singular and subtle in nature. For in-
stance, once Dreiser has Carrie confess her love to Hurstwood and 
perceive that "worthy" as "a drag in the direction of honor" (131), 
Drouet' s lack of refinement is thrown into sharp relief against 
Hurstwood' s elegance: "[Drouet] plunged his face iu a basin of water 
and puffed and blew as he rubbed his neck and ears with his bands, the 
while Carrie gazed upon him with mingled thoughts of recollection 
and present judgment" (135). Readers will understand immediately that 
delicate Carrie does not approve of what she sees and hears, and they 
will not be surprised when they learn on the following page that Carrie 
feels "for the first time ... as if she must move away from him" (136). 
At this point in the narrative, Dronet no longer possesses either the 
economic or the symbolic capital Canie is looking for. The episode 
has two related narrative functions: it prepares the reader for Carrie's 
growing estrangement from Drouet and at the same time-foreshadows 
Drouet's eventual disappearance from the narrative's main concerns. 
It therefore drives a wedge not only between Dronet and Carrie, but 
also between Drouet and the reader, whose emotional involvement with 
this character is gradually displaced to other characters. 

While acoustic profiling is confined to isolated episodes in Dreiser; 
Frank Norris'.s McTeague is a different case altogether. At the center 
of events throughout the narrative, McTeague is furnished by Norris 
with a consistent acoustic profile, or audio graph. I define an audio graph 
as a characterization technique that endows fictional bodies with a set 
of distinctive acoustic properties designed to position characters with 
regard to the ensemble of social facts and practices that constitute the 
fictional world they inhabit. These acoustic properties may range from 
a character's accent, dialect or intonation patterns to the sounds pro-
duced by his laughter, snoring, or the impact of his· footsteps. The po-
sitioning accomplished via audiographs may involve value judgments 
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on the part of other characters, narrators and implied authors as well as 
implied and empirical readers. Following Bourdieu, I trace the often 
striking unity of both acoustic practices and the value judgments that 
are attached to them to the "synthetic unity" of the habitus.31 While 
audiographs may be used as part of the narrative technique of telling 
(for instance when a narrator censures a character's snoring), their prin-
cipal mode of operation is clearly showing. 

Besides its sheer massiveness and strength, one of the more re-
markable characteristics ofMcTeague's body is the amount of noise it 
produces. When he walks, the air vibrates with the sonnd of the "heavy, 
elephantine tread of [his] huge feet" (185) or the noise of "his gre_at 
feet dragging and grinding on the floor" (374). When he forces his 
breath through his nose, he emits "a fearful snorting uoise" (136). 
McTeague does not laugh the way other characters do; he "bellow[s] 
with laughter" (136) or "explode[s] in a roar of laughter" (99). While 
Trina chuckles "demurely, her lips closed tight, her little chin thrust 
out, her small pale nose, with its adorable little freckles, wrinkling," 
McTeague "roar[s] with all the force of his lungs, his enormous mouth 
distended, striking sledge-hammer blows upon his knees with his 
clenched fist" (75). Even his singing in the morning is "a bellowing 
roar, enough to make the window sashes rattle" ( 62). When he is angry 
or excited, McTeague's "enormous jaws shut together with· a sharp 
click" (59) and his teeth begin to "gr[i]nd themselves together with a 
little rasping sound" (31). When he is furious, his voice breaks forth 
into a deafening scream. This is his initial reaction to Marcus biting 
him during a wrestling match: 

Then followed a terrible scene. The brute that in McTeague lay so 
close to the surface leaped_instantly to life, monstrous, not to be re-
sisted. He sprang to his feet with a shrill and meaningless clamor, 
totally unlike the ordinary bass of his speaking tones. It was the hid-
eous yelling of a hurt beast, the squealing of a wounded elephant. He 
framed no words; in the rush of high-pitched sound that issued from 
his wide-open mouth there was nothing articulate . ... His only idea 
was to batter the life out of the man before him, to crush and annihi-
late him upon the instant. (234) 

The animal in him, itself described as "shouting and clamoring" (30) 
not far below the surface, is released in an outburst of violence. Two 
representational strategies intersect here as the slippage from voice to 
noise ("meaningless clamor," "nothing articulate")-which we have 
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already encountered in the portrayal of Lindau, Sieppe, Schonler, and 
Zerkow-combines with the reduction of the hnman voice to the ani-
mal squeal, positioning McTeague beyond the limits of human intelli-
gibility and cognition. McTeague' s audio graph, which includes bis more 
narrowly linguistic deficiencies (stammering when excited, limited 
range of vocabnlary, lower-class sociolect), thus contributes signifi-
cantly to the process of "casting out the outcast," which Jnne Howard 
has identified as a central concern of naturalist narratives.32 

In A Hazard of New Fortunes, Howells uses audiographs to indi-
cate the degree to which characters belong to certain social spheres. 
What the members of the Dryfoos family fail to notice despite its obvi-
ousness to other characters in the novel is that their economic capital 
does not guarantee them right of access to the social circles that the 
Marches, who possess far less economic capital than they do, move in 
with perfect ease. The Dryfoos girls misunderstand the fundamental 
processes at work when they attribute their difficnlties in gaining ac-
cess to these circles to "an accident which would be repaired as soon as 
the fact of their father's wealth [got] around" (224). What the Dryfooses 
lack, and what makes their eventual departure from New York almost 
a narrative necessity, are other forms of capital. Dryfoos used to be a 
farmer in Moffitt, Indiana until he made a fortune selling the greatest 
part of bis land to the Standard Oil Company and investing the money 
in land speculation. Moved to New York to "spend bis money and get 
his daughters into the old Knickerbocker society" (78), as Fulkerson 
puts it, Dryfoos is confronted with the fact that bis family's background 
in farming provided little of the symbolic, social and cultural capital 
(refined speech, taste in music, valued social relations, educational quali-
fications) sought after in cultivated New York circles.33 Accordingly, 
the Dryfoos girls are described as "ignorant and unbred" (223) by the 
narrator. Fulkerson's "invention" (143) of Mrs. Mandel as the Dryfoos 
household's governess presents his failed attempt to remedy this situa-
tion. In the eyes of New York society, the Dryfooses remain nouveaux 
riches, upstarts unable to shake off their boorish behavior. 

The Dryfooses' lack of appropriate forms of capital is manifested 
in their shared bodily hexis, which signals and adds to their inability to 
secure profits of distinction. Particularly its acoustic dimension marks 
them as unfit for inclusion in the social sphere of the Homs and the 
V ances. First of all, there is their Midland dialect, which immediately 
identifies them as "country folk. "34 Elizabeth Dryfoos retains its lin-
guistic features best: "You hain't never heared o' the Dunkards, I reckon 
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... Some folks calls 'em the Beardy Men, because they 
shave; and they wash feet like they do in the Testament" (137). Buther ... ,. . ._.,,,,,., 
daughters' talk also contributes significantly to 
Yorkers as, in the words of Isabel March, "common, stupid, inarticu-
late country person[s]" (194-95). Mela's description of burning gas 
wells to Margaret Vance provides a case in point: "Yes, and when you 
see the surface gas burnun' down in the woods, like it used to by our 
spring house-so still, and never spreadun' any,just like a bed of some 
kind of wildflowers when you ketch sight of it a piece off' (222). Then 
there is Mela's "hoarse laughter" and "talk full of topical and syntacti-
cal freedom," which puts off a "motherly matron" who "perceived their 
isolation and made overtures to them" (271). Mela's "large, coarse 
laugh" (220) has nothing of the fearful qnality of her father's, who 
laughs."showing bis lower teeth in a way that was at once simple and 
fierce" (186), but when she lets it out "in deep gurgles" (235) at Mrs. 
Horn's musicale, it marks her lack of refinement equally sharply. In 
the safety of their home, "Mela's hoarse babble" competes with 
··Christine's high-pitched, thin, sharp forays of assertion and denial in 
the field which her sister's voice seemed to cover" (225). Dryfoos him-
self is heard "snoring" (195) and "snort[ing]" (201). The "fierce, grind-
ing movement of bis jaws" (361) is reminiscent of McTeague, and his 
wife's voice is a '•hoarse pipe" (371). 

As with Mc Teague, the Dryfooses' way of speaking combines with 
other acoustic manifestations of their bodily hexis to put them on the 
margins of the realm of socially acceptable sound-making. The 
audiograph Howells furnishes the Dryfoos family with serves to rein-
force their social distance from the Marches much the same way 
Lindau' s immigrant speech serves to mark out his deviance from the 
novel's middle-class norm. In both cases, the physical, audible noises 
characters make are made to correspond to their political and social 
position within the novel. From the Marches' middle-class perspec-
tive, Lindau's socialist ideas as well as the Dryfooses' vulgar capital-
ism are the noise that pe1turbs their own value system. 

In various ways, then, the portrayal of figures as different as Lindau, 
the Dryfooses, McTeague, Schouler, Mr. Sieppe, and Zerkow exem-
plifies the ways in which authors of the late nineteenth century mark 
out certain characters as inferior, deviant, or distant on the basis of the 
sounds their bodies produce. While the processes of inclusion and ex-
clusion enacted by these texts may be based primarily on a character's 
belonging to a given gender, race, or class-the latter is borne out by 
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the fact that McTeague is the only character of purely Anglo-Saxon 
stock in this group (Dryfoos was "an old Pennsylvania Dutch farmer" 
[75])-secondary characteristics such as style of dress, intensity of 
bodily movements, or acoustic profile in important ways form part of 
the techniques employed in literary texts to represent the legitimate 
social world. These details of characterization cannot be reduced to an 
expression orrealization of underlying or primary factors ofrace, class, 
and gender, and Pierre Bourdieu' s. concepts of habitus, hexis, and sym-
bolic violence provide us with instruments to discuss the relationship 
between what, after all, may only appear to be primary and secondary 
social markers. 

This leads to a larger issue in critical debates about realism. Au-
thors of the period often seem obsessed with insignificant details, such 
as decorations of houses, dresses characters wear, flowers in a garden. 
Roland Barthes has made the argument that it is primarily this abun-
dance of details with no apparent narrative function which creates veri-
similitude in realist texts.35 In realist fiction, we find the minutest 
descriptions of clothes, houses, and furniture that have no other func-
tion than to make the narrative more realistic. Roman Jakobson pro-
vides an illustrative anecdote for what Barthes would later call I' effet 
de reel: "A pupil is asked to solve a problem: 'A bird flew out of its 
cage; how soon will it reach the forest if it flies at such and such a 
speed per minute, and the distance between the cage and the forest is 
such and such?' 'What color is the cage?' asks the child. This child is 
a typical realist. "36 The technique described by Jakobson and B arthes · 
is used by all writers discussed in this chapter and is probably put to 
greatest effect in Carrie's unrelenting fascination with the world of 
commodities. This observation alone should guard us against drawing 
too rigid a distinction between a realist like Howells on the one hand 
and a writer like Dreiser, whom Donald Pizer identifies as "the author 
whose work and career most fulfill the received notion of American 
naturalism," on the other.37 

Against Jakobson and Barthes, however, I maintain that many of 
tlrese details are functional in that they are used by authors to indicate 
the social status and various personality traits of fictional characters. 
For instance, the three-paragraph description of the three rooms Drouet 
rents for Sister Carrie and himself serves to document the improve-
ment of her social status. As Carrie leayes.behind the glum poverty of 
her sister's working-class household, she also leaves behind its "thin 
rag carpet" (13) for the "good Brussels carpet" of an apartment that is 
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located in an area "occupied by a middle class who were both respect-
able and moderately well-to-do" (88). Descriptions of habitats acquire 
an increasingly importantfonction in Dreiser's novel as Carrie's rise 
to success is reflected in her choice of a luxmious suite in a hotel that 
sports an "elegantly carpeted and decorated hall, marbled lobby, and 
showy waiting room" ( 453) while Hurstwood, down on his luck, is · 
forced to move to a "cheaper room_:thirty-five cents a day" (459) 
before he finally gasses himself in the room of a hostel described as "a 
dingy affair, wooden, dusty, hard" (499). Acoustic profiles.and 
audiographs participate in this economy as they signal characters' dis-
tinction and thus position them with regard to the production, circula-
tion, and exchange of various kinds ofcapital. They are an integral part 
of the soundscapes of late nineteenth-century literature and contribute 
significantly to the processes of containment, exclusion, and symbolic 
violence enacted within the social space of these texts. 
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When the beautiful, light-skinned title character of Ruth Todd's 
"Florence Grey" (1902) is abducted from a garden party at her 
family's villa, it takes her friends some time to realize her absence 
is not voluntary. They do not know that the chaste belle of "Negro 
aristocracy" 1 has rebuffed the less-than-honorable attentions of a 
wealthy white man, Richard V anbrugh, who now intends to imprison 
Florence in a "haunted" mansion and make her his concubine. Eventu-
ally the evidence of foul play accretes; Florence's friends and family 
find a shred of lace from her dress, the roses she carried, and "the 
much admired pearl-headed pin she wore in her hair" (185) on the 
ground. This last object seems to be the key; after its finding, Todd 
obliquely tells us, "for a while consternation and distraction reigned 
supreme" (185). We are to assume that Florence's fate has been 
guessed. But instead of directly narrating the details of police interro-
gation, search party organization, and the inevitable fainting women 
that accompany a society belle's abduction, Todd offers her readers 
only the one vague sentence about generalized "consternation and dis-
traction" and brings her narrative to an abrupt halt with the statement 
that "what followed can better be described by the insertion of a 
couple of extracts from the Washington newspapers" (185). 

With such a promise, Todd's audience might expect the lengthy 
newspaper extracts that follow (replete with headlines) to reveal 
new information about the kidnapping case, or at least about the 
things not covered in Todd's own narration. But these newspaper 
extracts disclose only the barest facts about the case, and they are 
things we already know: Florence was missing, assumed abducted, 
the search began and an award has been posted. Why, then, should 
two journalistic accounts of Florence's disappearance-one from a 
white paper and one from a black paper-interpose to delay the 
narration of her rescue? One suggestion comes to mind if we back 
up to the discovery of Florence's absence, looking carefully at the 
way her friends and family talk about the evidence she has left 


